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Ms. Kimberly Bose
Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Mail Code: DHAC, PJ-12.6
888 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20426

Re: Schedule for Development of License Amendment for the
Crown Mill Hydroelectric Project License, Project No. 11175

Dear Secretary Bose:

In compliance with an October 9, 2013 letter from the staff of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (“Commission” or “FERC”), Crown Hydropower, LLC (“Crown”) is
submitting this plan and schedule of consultation efforts in its development of an
application for amendment of license for the Crown Mill Hydroelectric Project, FERC
Project No. 11175 (“Project”). The October 9, 2013 letter directed Crown to submit the
plan and schedule within 90 days of the public meeting it planned to convene for the
purposes of introducing resource agencies and the public to the proposed license
amendment and of soliciting comments from these agencies and individuals.

As it previously reported to the Commission, Crown convened a joint meeting on
Tuesday, November 26th at 3:30pm at the Minneapolis Central Library, located in
downtown Minneapolis, one mile from the site of the Project. The portion of the
meeting dedicated to the collection of public comments provided Crown with valuable
insight into areas of concern, both of resource agencies and local residents. On January
13, 2014, Crown Hydro submitted to the Commission a transcript of this joint meeting.
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In addition to receiving comments at the public meeting, Crown Hydro solicited
written comments through December 31, 2013. One resource agency requested, and
Crown Hydro granted, additional time beyond December 31, 2013 to submit comments.

Since the public meeting, Crown Hydro received numerous comment letters
from individual members of the public as well as from resource agencies. Specifically,
the following resource agencies submitted written comments: the National Park Service
(“NPS”), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”), Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources (“MDNR”), and the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (“MPRB”). Many
of the resource agencies identified specific studies or information they will need to
evaluate the license amendment. Although several of the comments received from
resource agencies and the general public did not request that specific studies be
performed, these comments identified concerns that warrant further consideration and
study before Crown can proceed with developing a final license application. Below,
Crown provides a summary of the study requests and concerns from resource agencies
and the public as well as the studies that Crown will perform to investigate these
concerns. For any requested studies that Crown does not plan to perform, Crown has
provided below an explanation.

Agency or
Commenter

Concerns Raised and
Studies Requested

Crown Response and
Studies to Be Completed

U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

 Updated Fish and Mussel Data

 Aquatic Impacts from Operational
Dewatering of St. Anthony Falls

 Updated fish and mussel data,
including endangered species
query results.

 It is not the intention of Crown
to completely dewater St.
Anthony Falls, and therefore
aquatic impacts from
dewatering are not anticipated.
Thus, no study is being proposed
at this time. Crown proposes to
study water flow, however, as
discussed below. (See MDNR
comments)
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Agency or
Commenter

Concerns Raised and
Studies Requested

Crown Response and
Studies to Be Completed

National Park
Service

No specific studies identified.

Main concerns:

 Impacts to Mississippi National
River and Recreation Area (MNRRA)

 Impacts to individual sites that have
cultural, historic, or recreational
significance

 Visual and aesthetic impacts

 Impacts to economic vitality of the
area

 Recreation Study (See also
MNDNR)

 Stone Arch Bridge Foundation
and Cultural Resources Study

 Visual and Aesthetic Study of
the Falls, including artist
renderings/Google Earth
renderings of Project

 In response to NPS’s concerns
about the potential for impacts
to the economic vitality of the
area, Crown notes that the
potential economic impacts of
the Project are primarily
associated with and have been
discussed solely within the
context of the visual and
aesthetics of the area. The
Visual and Aesthetic Study
noted above would indicate
potential impacts. If the Visual
and Aesthetic Study reveals
significant impacts, then an
economic study would be
considered.
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Agency or
Commenter

Concerns Raised and
Studies Requested

Crown Response and
Studies to Be Completed

Minnesota
Department of
Natural
Resources

Complete analysis of historical flows,
current water use, diversions, and the
effects of the Project on current water
users and on the aesthetics of St.
Anthony Falls

 Water Flow Analysis (historic
and proposed)

 Discussion of the potential
cumulative impacts of water use
in the Project vicinity relative to
the proposed Project.

 Recreation Study (See also NPS)

 Visual and Aesthetics Study (See
also NPS)

 The information requested by
the MNDNR is similar to
previous correspondence from
FERC requesting this
information for inclusion in
Crown Hydro’s FERC License
Amendment application.

Minneapolis
Park and
Recreation
Board

No specific studies identified.

Main concerns:

 Water flow over falls

 Potential impacts to Stone Arch
Bridge due to construction and
operation

 Impacts to park land and park
access

 Visual and aesthetic impacts

 Water Flow Analysis (See also
DNR)

 Stone Arch Bridge Foundation
and Cultural Resources Study
(See also NPS)

 Visual and Aesthetic Study (See
also NPS)

 The information requested by
the MPRB is similar to previous
correspondence from FERC
requesting this information for
inclusion in Crown Hydro’s FERC
License Amendment application.

 Impacts to park land and park
access will not be studied, but
negotiated with the MPRB at a
later date.
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Agency or
Commenter

Concerns Raised and
Studies Requested

Crown Response and
Studies to Be Completed

General Public
(at Public
Meeting or in
Written
Comments
Submitted to
FERC)

 Water flow changes due to draw
and discharge in new location

 Economic and aesthetic effects of
water flow changes on the
economic vitality of the area and
property values

 Stability of all the footings and
possible follow-up on indirect
effects on the Stone Arch Bridge

 Vibration impacts to Stone Arch
Bridge and other historic ruins in
area

 Use of lock and dam if lock were to
close instead of Project as proposed

 Water Flow Analysis (See also
DNR)

 For a discussion of the
economic impact of the Project,
see the response to NPS
comments above.

 Visual and Aesthetic Study (See
also NPS)

 Stone Arch Bridge Foundation
and Cultural Resources Study
(See also NPS)

 Modifying the Project to use the
lock and dam if it is closed is not
a feasible concept at this point
in time. There are too many
unknowns and the existing FERC
license is not for a Project of
that nature.

Based on the comments received at the joint meeting and those submitted by
resource agencies and the general public since the joint meeting, Crown is now in the
process of designing the studies referenced above to address the areas of concern
raised by the resource agencies and the general public. Crown anticipates that the
studies will be commenced within the next two months and completed by August 2014.

With the results of the studies in hand, Crown will then begin working in earnest
on developing a draft amendment application that is responsive to the study results.
Crown anticipates that a draft amendment application will be ready for comments from
the resource agencies in October 2014 and that, after providing resource agencies with
the opportunity to comment on the draft amendment application, a final application
can be submitted for Commission approval in January 2015. These timeframes
presuppose that no additional studies are required. If the timeframes require
adjustment, Crown will provide notice to the Commission.
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Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.

Respectfully Submitted,

Donald H. Clarke
Joshua E. Adrian

Counsel to Crown Hydropower, LLC


